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introduction

A

new year brings a fresh start, a feeling of purpose, a time when nature is summoning up the energy to
awaken and start its journey afresh. A new decade has us cast a wider net of self-reflection. What new
wonders and challenges will we experience over the next ten years? New starts can be daunting. There
is so much uncertainty surrounding us, in politics, global affairs, the natural world and the climate. But when
is that ever not so? A new year is a chance to remind ourselves that we stand on the precipice of the unknown
not just at the turning of the calendar, but every day and every moment. Who will I be this year, this day, in
this interaction right now? What difference do I wish to make in the lives of those around me?
We can begin with nourishing ourselves. Noticing what our body needs and being grateful that we can do so
is a humble gift to ourselves each day. So, clichéd as it may be, as the year turns its new leaf, we can recommit to the practices of bodywork and cooking that support our transformation. Hearts and minds need equal
nourishment, so art, music, film and heartfelt conversation can also bring us to life. Let us celebrate those
opportunities when they are available. We are what we imagine ourselves to be, and Concord Institute offers
tools that can help us on the way to cut through the noise of the personal world. Our inner monologue can
sometimes lead us down a false path of “self-improvement”, obsessing for a better, slimmer, healthier, more
clever and able me, but the self-awareness and culture of taking responsibility for how one’s life occurs that is
engendered in the Concord community can empower us to slip from the grasp of such concerns to experience
freedom, each moment being the dawn of new possibility that yearns to unfold.
I have been moved and deeply touched by the contributions to this edition of the newsletter. In it we celebrate
all the pillars of the work of this community. There are winter recipes to nourish the body and beautiful photography, moving poetry and song to nourish the soul, and we have essays and reviews of some key Concord
programmes where people generously share their life changing experiences. May this new year be filled with
intention, light, love, and kindness. I wish everyone a peaceful 2020 and offer heartfelt thanks to the many
contributors to this newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading it.
ELEANOR WALLIS

Editor
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Inviting Tensegrity
into your Transformation
BY CH ARLOTTE HOP P E R

E

ight years ago, in the late Summer of 2012, I
was on the phone with Sheila Parmar, Managing Director of Concord Institute. I was low on
energy, drained and lacking power. She suggested
I started doing Tensegrity everyday. It was advice
which changed my life.
I found the Magical Passes DVD I had purchased on
The Foundation Course and each morning before
work I followed three fierce women performing the
curious movements. I noticed immediately they gave
me a sense of awakeness and clarity. Practice became
a fixture and grew longer each day, some days I was
late for work because I didn’t want to stop!
Later that year, I attended a workshop that Concord
sponsored with Cleargreen, the organisation founded by the apprentices of Don Juan Matus, leader of
the lineage of shamans from which Tensegrity originates. As one of more than 150 people, along with the
apprentices of Carlos Castaneda, I stepped out of my
skin (metaphorically) and into my ‘Energy Body’ - a
term used to speak about the side of our being that
is impersonal, part and whole of infinity, connected
to everything that is. My spark of love for Tensegrity transformed into a flame which began to burn
bright.
The next year I signed up to Cyclicity classes with
Greg Johnson, organised a workshop with Jim Morris (a.k.a. Guilhem Morera) who trained for 10 years
with the apprentices of Carlos Castaneda, and the
year after that began training as a Tensegrity Facilitator. Six years on, my training with Cleargreen
complete, I facilitate Tensegrity classes at Concord.
It is a privilege to share with others, and it touches
me to see people being moved by Tensegrity in the
way that I was, and still continue to be. I am a regular
witness to how much this discipline serves transformation and Concord’s mission as a charity; to promote greater self-reliance when it comes to achiev-
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ing and maintaining optimal health and well-being,
and to produce fundamental and significant shifts in
human awareness to create new openings for growth
and development.
As I write, Jim Morris is about to be with us once again
to lead a 2-day workshop of movements, breath work
and recapitulation (life-review), the date coinciding
with the ancient Celtic festival of Imbolc. The intention is to open an energetic door to the year 2020,
a powerful year astrologically and numerologically,
a year in which to manifest a bigger intent for our
lives. Harnessing the power of a collective group,
we can let go of energy from the past that no longer
serves us, and step into the dreams we are declaring
for the year ahead.
We have also started a Winter Tensegrity Series on
‘New Beginnings’, weekly classes working as a smaller group to create an energetic space in our week for
deep silence, re-dreaming the routines that shape
our lives. A Spring Tensegrity Series will follow.
Like everything that’s worth having, Tensegrity calls
us to start, to suspend judgment and evaluate by results. It asks for your commitment (e.g. regular practice) and is empowered when shared alongside others. If you are called to see how Tensegrity may serve
your life and transformation, my wholehearted invitation is to begin and/or build on your practice.
Examine how it impacts your energy and awareness.
Once we move beyond the initial phase of our mind’s
chattering, the power of the Magical Passes overtakes us. The mood of silence and the energy they
provide speaks louder than thought.
We are gifted to have this discipline in our lives and
within the organisation. I bow my head, say ‘Thank
You’ to Spirit and keep it alive for myself and others,
as a gesture of gratitude.
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The Ancie nt Tr ad it ion
of Com mu n it y
B Y MA IA FA L L O N

Time flowed like a river ahead of these communities, the route to future seasons. As often occurs with rivers, the guiding banks of the coming months were sometimes overwhelmed by
the tide. Sometimes they receded and a trickle
ran where there once had been a torrent. Nature
ran its own course, and the people living within
in it had to surrender to its powers. The sun rising above a certain stone on the horizon told the
gathered crowds to expect the first lambs, but the
ewes themselves ran on their own time, unfamiliar with these human and cosmic calendars. Men
and women were often left in a limbo of waiting...
waiting for time to catch up with them.
Meanwhile communities would often pick through
the bounties of their harvests and set aside gifts to
share at their upcoming celebrations. They would
hold back the best from their own dinner tables
at home in order to be able to share it, and to celebrate their yield, with those they cared about.
The best vegetables, grains, wines and much
more would be saved in order that they might be
savoured together as sacred gifts from Nature.
Those who could give something, gave selflessly
and generously, whether they offered food, music
or many other skills and wares. The times when
people came together to share their bounties with
those around them became celebratory and as
much a mark in the calendar as the movements of
the sun and the heavens themselves.

F

rom ancient times, people have always valued the act of coming together, often
travelling long distances from isolated settlements; their communal calendars
counting down the days until solstices, equinoxes, lambing seasons and harvests.
Those gatherings were not just occasions to celebrate custom and simply repeat what
had been practiced before, they were a time to revitalise, refresh and truly live together in the experiences of the present day. The solstice wasn’t taken for granted; the
equinox was predicted but not a given. The coming together of communities allowed
the collective awareness of the void ahead to be brought together into the present.

68
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Our modern lives have their own evolved calendars. Birthdays, anniversaries and saints’ days, all
marked in immutable ink, within inch squares on
pages hung in homes around the world. These are
all opportunities to reach out with an invitation to
those around us and gather together to think back
on what has come before, rejoicing in nature’s
gifts, and to look ahead to what may come in the
future. As worldly as they seem, they are deeply
grounded in our ancestors’ counting of time based
on the heavens, and celebrating its infinite cycle
with community gathering and reflection.
Within the community of Concord Institute, we
have our own calendar of events, much like the
solstices, equinoxes and lambing seasons of our
ancestors: iEvolve, PIE, Jumpstart, Heartspace
and many others. Our lambs are welcomed to the
world not only in the spring but also on various
other dates as correspond with iEvolve completion
evenings. Our celebration of summer’s bounty is

localised to Oxon Hoath when dozens of us meet,
participate and volunteer for JumpStart to create
a magical event set in the awe inspiring splendour of our natural surroundings. The autumnal
harvest is received with joy and grace in seasonal
Cooking Intensives where groups of us work with
the sacred and generous offerings of our lands.
What makes our community is the tradition of
coming together to reflect on our relationship with
the world around us. I recently had the honour of
hosting the Winter Solstice Celebration. This was
a beautiful and magical event, and a lovely way of
marking the end of the year together with others
in our community. But what resonates with me
when I meditate on the Concord community is my
time in the iEvolve kitchen in December. We truly
came together to create a space for a programme,
beautiful meals to sustain those within that space,
as well as all the minute details often lost within
the buzz of Production. It absolutely would not
have existed if not for a gathering of community
around an event that we all hold sacred.
For my own part in volunteering for that programme, I carefully carved 74 pieces of daikon into
inch-long tournés and then cooked them gently in
a specially-made stock. What allowed me to focus
on my seemingly endless and intricate preparations was the fact that a whole caring community
was looking after every other minute detail of the
day. Every second that I was concentrating on my
small part allowed energy to be freed up to look
after facilitation, production, the wider catering
team and many other important details. What I
realised was that when we come down Seven Sisters Road to Concord and spend a day volunteering our time for a community-built event, we are
the modern-day equivalent of our ancient friends
who came together to create community celebrations of sacred occasions. While they may have
dug fire pits, constructed safe dwellings for travellers and practiced choral songs; we now welcome
participants at the door on Thane Works, cook a
meal where the magic of nature comes alive on
the plate, and ultimately offer them the gift of
transformation through our time and energy.
In 2020, and into the future, we come together
as an energetic act of thanks to the universe that
has brought us to where we are, and as a stand for
those who may come to join us.
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Process

Swe e t Pot at o Da hl

ILLUSTRATION BY BLANDINE BARDEAU

B Y B L A NDINE B A RDEA U

Ingredients (serves 6)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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2 thirds of a cup of red lentils and split
chickpeas (half and half)
2 medium to big onions
2 medium sweet potatoes, peeled
2 medium carrots, peeled
About 2 thirds of a tsp of fresh turmeric
1 tsp ginger juice
2 garlic cloves
Fresh coriander
About 2 cups of home made stock/
water
Small strip of kombu, a star anise, 3
garlic cloves, half an onion to cook the
lentils/split chick peas
CONCORD NEWSLETTER WINTER 2020

1. Rinse the lentils and split chickpeas very
well. Place in a saucepan, and cover with
water (about 2cm above the lentils). Add
a small strip of kombu, a star anise, 3
garlic cloves (split open), half an onion
cut in quarters, and bring to the boil.
Simmer on a flame diffuser for 2030mins or until the split chickpeas are
soft (they take longer than the lentils).
2. Cut the onions into big chunks, as well
as the carrots and sweet potatoes.
3. Chop the 2 garlic cloves finely, removing
the hard stem in the middle if there is
one.
4. Fry the onions and garlic in olive oil (I
sometimes use coconut oil if I feel like
it) in a Le Creuset pot with a couple of
pinches of sea salt for 5-10 minutes,
until they start to become translucent.
5. Peel the turmeric, and grate to about
2 thirds of a teaspoon. Place in the pot
with the onions.
6. Add the ginger juice.
7. Stir for a couple of minutes, then add the
sweet potatoes and carrots with three
good pinches of salt. Now place a lid that
fits inside the Le Creuset pot that will
sit directly “on top” of the vegetables
(“drop lid” technique), it will sweat the
vegetables. Also place the Le Creuset pot
lid on the pot. You now have two lids,
one inside the pot sitting on top of the
vegetables (as wide as possible, but that
it still fits inside the pot), and one that
closes the pot.
8. Leave to sweat on a medium to small
flame, you should hear a nice sizzling,
and after 5mins you should start seeing
some water evaporating inside the pot,
over the smaller lid. Try not to look too
often, it is best to leave it be. Be careful
the flame isn’t too high so as to not burn
the bottom of the pot.
9. After about 15 minutes, remove both
lids and mix the vegetables together.
If the sweet potatoes and carrots are

becoming soft as you mix, it means
you’re ready for the next step. If not,
place both lids back on, and carry on
sweating for another 10mins or so.
10. Once they’re soft, remove all the “bits”
(garlic etc…) from the lentils (leave
the kombu if it has broken down) and
put the lentils/ split peas inside the
LeCreuset pot, including any liquid
there may be (if there’s a lot, get rid
of some). Add about 1 and a half cup of
stock with 3 pinches of salt. Stir. Put
the pot lid back on, and bring to a boil.
Leave to boil, with the lid ajar and let it
cook for 15mins, stirring occasionally,
being careful it doesn’t burn at the
bottom.
11. If there is still a lot of liquid, remove
the lid and carry on boiling gently.
12. You want the vegetables, lentils and
stock to start mixing and “blending”
together at this stage. It should be
creamy but not too liquidy and not too
stodgy either. Taste, add more salt if
needed.
13. Now in regards to the quantity of stock,
use your own judgment: at this stage,
you may need to add more stock if it’s
stodgy, every single stew is different.
14. Taste: if it is seasoned enough, then
great. You can add more ginger juice to
taste. If it needs more seasoning, then
at this stage I would add some Tamari
(not too much as it colours dishes).
15. I sometimes put a little bit of creamed
coconut at the end.
16. Serve with chopped fresh coriander.
It is also delicious with some goat or
coconut yogurt. The whiteness of the
yoghurt sitting on top of the stew looks
lovely, it’s also great with steamed kale.
It goes very well with brown basmati or
jasmine rice (or white).
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Bl a nquet t e
B Y FRA NC O IS E A UVRA Y

Ingredients (serves 4)

Notes:

•
•
•
•
•

1. Add herbs such as sage or thyme, also a
little extra fresh lemon juice at the end
will lift the flavours.
2. The size of the vegetables is important
to give structure to the plate, avoid
slices of carrots and make good size
chunks.
3. If you have a left over of white wine,
you can add some to the vegetables
when they are sweating.
4. Beware of the colour of the bean
cooking water, black beans give a good
colour to the dish but dont use the
cooking liquid to avoid a brown sauce !
5. This dish can work as a base to which
some chicken or fish can be added.

•
•
•
•
•
•

This recipe takes inspiration from a white meat-based dish cooked with carrots,
onions, leeks and mushrooms in a creamy sauce and called ‘blanquette’ (from the
colour white = ‘blanc’). Sometimes a small amount of a camembert style cheese is
added at the end. It’s a comforting winter dish. Serve with brown rice, or a mix of
buckwheat and bulgur and some freshly cooked greens for a complete meal.

THE THEATRE OF ENDLESS DRAMA & LIGHT

12
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Mushrooms 300g
Carrots 300g
Celeriac or squash 300g
Leeks 200g
A selection of cooked pulses : white
beans, chickpeas, green lentils 200g
Organic raw cream or soy/oat
cream(optional, see recipe)
Yeast flakes – a few pinches to taste
A green garnish : parsley, frozen peas,
greens of leeks
Lemon
Salt, freshly ground pepper
Olive oil, butter

Process

Buckwheat and bulgur

1. Cut the vegetables in regular chunks.
2. Sweat leeks, celeriac and carrots in olive
oil with a pinch of salt. Simmer covered
till soft. Add a little bean cooking water
or stock if needed. Add a little more salt.
3. For the sauce, either add cream or blend
some of the white beans in their cooking
water till really smooth, add salt, a pinch
of yeast flakes.
4. To cook the mushrooms : put about 5mm
water in a pan, add a generous pinch
of salt and 1/2 lemon juice, a knob of
butter or olive oil. Add the mushrooms
and cook covered for a few minutes till
soft.
5. Add the sauce and mushrooms to the
beans. Adjust the seasoning.

•
•
•
•
•

100g buckwheat groats (unroasted)
100g bulgur
boiling water or stock (1.5x volume of the
grains)
olive oil or butter
salt

Process
1. Lightly dry roast the buckwheat in a pan, and
set aside.
2. In a pan, heat oil or butter add the two grains.
Add 1.5x volume of water and a good pinch
of salt. Bring to a boil, cover, place on a flame
spreader or low heat for 15mins (till the liquid
evaporates and the grains are cooked, you may
need to top up to 1.7x volume).
3. Switch off. Leave to rest for 10mins. Then
loosen with a fork and serve.
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all photographs ©2018 Stephen Hopper

SUNRISE & MORNING WAVES

St. Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings,
February 2018

I
SEA CHANGES
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEPHEN HOPPER
14
12
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love the winter months on the coast.
Summer is all dazzle, sparkle, razor-sharp
glint, but winter sunlight is rich, soft,
deep, complex and unpredictable. Facing
southwards across the English Channel, from
mid-October to early March the sun both
rises and sets in clear view over the sea, the
Master Illuminator’s low arc creating endless
variations of back and under lighting for
the ever-changing cloudscapes. Like some
vast 180° theatre stage dozens of miles deep,
layers of new scenery roll through every few
hours, minutes even; an endless parade of
themes and moods for the endless drama of
the winter seas.
Even the greyest days are interesting here.
While further inland the solid winter cloud

ceiling creates a colourless, shadowless world
like living in a giant Tupperware box with
the lid jammed firmly on, here sea and sky
often merge into one gorgeous, boundaryless
gradient from green-grey to cold steel;
perhaps punctuated by patches of bright
yellow-orange sea lit through distant tears
ripped in the cloud base dozens of miles away;
or a massive backdrop artfully decorated with
distant squalls of diagonal rain.
It’s hard to believe this set of pictures were
all taken from pretty much the same spot,
give or take a few yards depending on what
the tide was doing at the time. So welcome
to my front row seat in a natural theatre of
endless drama, infinite variation and neverrepeated spectacle.
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ROTHKO-ON-SEA

St. Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings.
May 2018
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WE HAVE LIFT OFF

Sunrise over the English Channel,
St. Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings,
February 2018
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SUN PLAYING MOON

St. Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings,
November 2018
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SETTING SUN, ROLLING SEA & BEACHY HEAD

St. Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings,
January 2018
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DAWN SUNLIGHT ON DARK WATER

St Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings,
February 2019
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Being Here,
Present Now
R EVIEW ED B Y CA R L Y ASH DOWN

W

ith a programme like Being Here, Present
Now, it’s hard to know how or where to
start in order to fully express the depth,
magic, beauty and wonder. Words can point but
never fully articulate the freedom that in truth I
had been longing for, the freedom which awaited
me. However, I shall attempt to do my best using the
tools I have at my disposal.
As the programme commenced on Thursday evening, right from the beginning I could tell that I had
no clue as to what was going to happen. I’ve done
almost all of the Concord programmes and nearly
every assisting role available; I have a good understanding of how things work, how each programme
is delivered, and how on each venture into exploring the nature and potential of being human within
the Concord curriculum I would have to keep letting
go of my idea of where a programme would take me
(my ‘already knowing’ of which I’m sure many can
relate).
In Being Here, Present Now, I was clear from the start
of the first session that I was venturing into completely new territory regarding the work at Concord.
And Evan is like no human being I have ever met. My
experience of working with him was utterly unique.
His filter is so clear that my sense is that I am talking
directly with Universal Energy. In the process I had
the magical experience of realising my connection to
everything that is, that ever was and could be. Where
does one find the words to express that kind of realisation?!
Upon returning home on Thursday evening, my partner asked me how the session had been - a perfectly
reasonable question considering I’d only been at the
centre a few hours (and one from which an ensuing
conversation was expected) - and yet I found I just
couldn’t share. Only a few hours had passed and yet
the programme had already hit deep. It felt like ‘day
two’; not the start of something. I explained to my
partner that I was too immersed in a process to talk
and then swiftly headed to bed.
The three days that followed were utterly remarkable, deeply challenging, profoundly moving, so different and yet vitally complimentary to the Concord
work as a whole.

26
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Personal responsibility is a key element: there is nobody standing at the front of the room teaching us.
Rather, insights (profound insights!) are shared as
one gets a window on the mechanisms that run us.
The course is almost entirely experiential. We each
do the work for ourselves and with each other as a
group. For me, something magical happened, uncovering my Self and opening to a new freedom where I
had struggled before.
It occurs to me that, as the learning transpires mainly from what comes forth from within, from the interactions in the moment, and because my fellow
travellers and I did the work of direct self-enquiry,
the grounding of this programme has been deep and
lasting. As I write these words almost two years later,
I am still living with the magic, the gifts and freedom
of Being Here, Present Now today. The paradigm
shift that took place on this astonishing journey was
like nothing I have experienced before.
When and if I find myself hooked, I have the power
now to regain access to the present moment with
much less effort. For me this was and is life changing. The level of trust and connection and serendipity that’s been opened in me is incredible. In truth,
this fills a longing I believe we all have: to stand
more permanently with our feet planted in the present, and to access the beauty of what we experienced
within the course as it lands in our life outside of the
course room.
To see and feel this landing maintain into the days,
months and now (almost two) years is truly what
I am experiencing from this course. The years and
the history of all the beautiful and invaluable work
I have done with Concord, solidifying and now - a
whole new paradigm opening before my eyes.
I cannot say or predict what this course is nor what
it would be or do for anyone else, except that it is an
opportunity to see and be with yourself, look deeply and evolve. For me, participating in Being Here,
Present Now was the most profound transformational experience of my life.
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Freeze
all my summer
all my spring
are frozen now
my eyes
dead and closed
my lips
dead and sealed
the rivers of my blood
cooled to stone
contracted
returning to centre
until even the dream of edges fades away
a single ray of light
deep
in the centre of a cavern
where darkness
feels like velvet in the air

PHOTOGRAPH BY LAURA MURESAN

and this
thread-thin bright-green light
like the essence of a leaf
that curls tight within its bud
in readiness to recreate the spring

M A RI E FA L L O N
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The Ner dw r iter
Who are you being when you watch YouTube?
BY CARE Y TH RIN G

W

e all know we have a plethora of ways we
can avoid the present and distract ourselves in the technology available in the
modern world. YouTube might be one of the things
you use to switch off, check out, or scratch that zombie phone-watching itch. It certainly is for me. It has
a truly vast number of content providers, many of
which are quite… shall we say, niche?

L’IMPERATRICE BY BLANDINE BARDEAU

It has also become a good resource for finding out
how to do something you can’t quite work out, quickly and efficiently… How do I hard reset my iPhone?
How do I make white sauce? How do I make the font
bigger in my email? How do I remove a stripped
screw? …that sort of thing.

30
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Many people use YouTube for finding music and
watching film trailers and the like, there’s news
and politics and comedy and if you have a particular interest (I really like watching videos of people
reviewing expensive sports cars in depth - which I
realise is mind numbingly boring to most…) there’s a
channel for everyone no matter how bizarre. So you
can use YouTube to achieve things and entertain and
you can certainly use YouTube to distract yourself.
To not be present. But you can also use YouTube to
inform and learn and grow your curiosity, to widen
your understanding and even as a springboard for
your own creativity.
It’s this last category that brings me to heartily recommend a particular YouTube channel to everyone
reading this. Having just completed HeartSpace, the
value of feeding one’s heart with art has been reinforced in me; and media like YouTube can offer
a window to further exploration of art which you
might not ordinarily come across. The unprepossessingly named Nerdwriter1 runs such a well put
together and thoughtful channel that it feels like an
event every time a new video is released. I am genuinely excited each time I get a notification.

The page simply says this in the channel description:
“The Nerdwriter is a weekly video essay series that
puts ideas to work.” This humble description doesn’t
at all do justice to the wealth and depth of the offerings produced. Firstly they’re not really weekly at
the moment, we seem to be treated to roughly one
a month or so currently, but the reason they are so
worth watching is that they do what any good art
critic or commentator does - revel in their subject each one chosen, written and created by the author
Evan Puschak.
These short, analytical musings and investigations
show such love, thought, attention to detail and often sheer awe at the subjects they cover that they
are truly infectious to watch. Whether the subject
is “Van Gogh’s Ugliest Masterpiece” or an exploration of “How Fleetwood Mac Makes A Song”. Subjects range from “Westworld: What Makes Anthony
Hopkins Great”, “How David Fincher Hijacks Your
Eyes” or “How Nuclear Weapons Screwed Art Forgers”, to “How To Understand A Picasso”, “How E.E.
Cummings Writes A Poem” or “How Donald Trump
Answers A Question”. Every video shows enthusiasm
and has engaging relatability that makes this channel an absolute “must watch” in my humble opinion,
not least because it pushes the viewer (certainly this
viewer at least) towards looking further at the music,
art, film, or other subject in question in more detail,
and anything that does that in this age of memes,
tweets, and general quick-fire low attention span
content can only be a good thing. The latest video
is a great place to start: “How Andrew Wyeth Made
A Painting” is a really interesting exploration of a
piece of art and an artist I had never heard of but I
am grateful to have been introduced to by The Nerdwriter. Real food for the heart.
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Photograph: Stephen Hopper

The air is full of gods
The air is full of gods
our worlds intersect
and slice through
the dimensions
we are apt to call our own
There is nowhere
where there is nothing
Space only looks like space
because we don’t see
the energy
that makes matter
of the all
The air is full of gods
ascending
and descending
resonating.
We feel alone
but the air is full of gods.

MARIE FALLON
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Thi s is not Pop Yog a !
BY S A B A RA NZA TO

W

hen I took my first yoga teacher training,
back in 2009 whilst traveling around India
for a year, I wasn’t interested at all in yoga
philosophy, and even less in spirituality. I chose a
school, however, which was not famous among Westerners wanting to learn to teach yoga in a monthålong 200 hour course, but instead at a university of
yogic studies attended mostly by Indian students,
trusting this would immerse me in the tradition of
the practice.

34

After a month spent at SVYASA, waking up at 4am,
washing myself with a bucket of cold water left outside the room, sitting cross-legged on the floor to eat
rice and spicy subji three times a day, I learnt very
little about asana (body postures) but a lot in terms
of Indian culture and yoga philosophy. A world
opened up to me, although I couldn’t understand
how to bring that world into my life and yoga practice. Despite the fact that I held a certificate to teach
yoga, it didn’t feel ethical or safe to do so, as I felt I
wasn’t yet confident enough in the physicality of it.
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At the end of my Indian trip I met someone who
showed me a book on Sri T. Krishnamacharya introducing him as “the father of modern yoga.” How was
that possible that I didn’t know him? I was familiar
with Iyengar as well as with Ashtanga yoga, without
knowing that the man who taught to both B K S Iyengar and K Pattabhi Jois (the founder of Ashtanga
yoga) was the same: Sri T. Krishnamacharya himself.
Apart from the impossible postures portrayed in the
book, there was something which spoke loudly from
his pictures: tradition. The tradition of thousands of
years of yoga philosophy.

Yoga is the art which brings an incoherent and distracted mind to a reflective and coherent state. Yoga
is nothing but the total experience of human life; it
is a science of the integral man. And ultimately, it is
the communion of the human soul with the divinity,
whatever meaning divinity has for you. A true understanding of what yoga was for me came a few years
later, when in 2016 I had the honour of studying with
Sri T.K. Sribhashyam, one of Krishnamacharya’s children, before he passed away. Only then I started to
understand and experience what yoga means. And I
started to surrender.

Once returned from my sabbatical, I started searching for another yoga teacher training course and I
was determined to find a teacher in the lineage of
Krishnamacharya. The two previously mentioned,
Iyengar and Ashtanga, did not appeal to me as I
felt they lacked the spiritual depth which I had become drawn to since my trip. After a long time spent
looking around and visiting the websites of world
renowned “yoga gurus”, I discovered Srivatsa Ramaswami: the longest standing student of Krishnamacharya outside the teacher’s immediate family. He
studied with his guru for 33 years, maintaining in his
teaching the authenticity of the method he learnt
without altering it. It was a simple website, containing little more than the essential information on his
style and where he was teaching: Los Angeles, CA.

Later that same year I discovered Concord Institute
and did, one after the other, the whole curriculum. It
was like translating all I had learnt about yoga into a
modern context and applying it to my life. My practice of yoga at that point was fluctuating and I lacked
the necessary discipline and determination to bring
myself on the mat daily. One year later I did Jumpstart, one of Concord’s residential courses. Returning home, the first morning I woke up I laid down
my mat and practiced a long, regenerating yoga session. Since then my practice has become regular: a
time I dedicate to myself to tune in, silence the outward noise, find my centre and stability. A time of
self-discovery and acceptance. After the practice my
body feels stronger and more flexible, my mind feels
fresh, calm and focused. The world outside seems a
much better place than before.

In 2012 I enrolled in a 5-week teacher training course
with Srivatsa Ramaswami. In the middle of the capital of the ‘Western-fancy-cool yoga world’, this 74
year old Indian man taught us for over 8 hours per
day. We learned a total of 600 asana, hours-long sessions of pranayama, a handful of the most important
yoga texts as well as Vedic chanting and much more.
Most remarkably, he taught us his heart-breaking
humility and surrender of the ego through his way
of being and living. “This is not pop yoga” he used to
tell us, reminding us that traditional yoga has nothing to do with the flexibility of the body, with fame,
colourful hippy clothing or having ‘Om’ tattooed
somewhere on your body. And nothing to do with
ego-centric teachers.

After my second training I had started to teach oneto-one classes. I was aware this style of yoga was not
everyone’s cup of tea - it is not pop yoga indeed! It
tends to be followed either by well-seasoned practitioners or by those who have a particular curiosity
in the nature of being human. Then, last year, the
dream of teaching yoga at Concord Institute started
to manifest.
Concord is the perfect place for yoga of this kind, a
place where people come with an attitude and listening appropriate to receive the teaching. We have now
begun our second series, and I am very grateful for
this opportunity, and for the honour and privilege to
learn from twelve students how to surrender to life.
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The Foundation Course
CO MP L ET I ON PO E M B Y GA B Y H O R SLEY
Photograph: Stephen Hopper

It took me two and a half years
to acknowledge and face my fears
about the decision to resolve
all my life’s problems with iEvolve.
Pattern spotting, bearing my soul
still feeling curious and rather hope-full
my skeletons out of their cupboards climb
I learn that there is neither – thing nor time.
I can’t believe this is really it!
Surely the Foundation Course will make me fit
to live a much better life
without so much crap and stuff and strive!
Travelling looong journeys with the Stroud group
sharing laughter and tears and ideas for soup
squashed in the back like a sardine
I have come to love the Foundation Stroudies team.

And whether you think you talk straight
or through your hat
Sheila will shout: I SMELL A RAT!
Bodywork: starting in Tensegrity pose
Lift your left knee to touch your nose
Hold your breath while you try
to reach your right hand around your left thigh.

On to nutrition and macro food –
all to the best and our own good
Over hot stoves patterns are winning
And remember: salt only in the beginning!
Self-reflections, squabbles or squeals
no matter how anyone feels
we still manage to create beautiful meals!

Now we all spin to the right
Keep your balance and your concentration tight
This will - so Charlotte says
help the energy body move in the right ways.

Sitting down together to share our food
feels nourishing and heart-warming and really,
really good.
Opportunity for authentic conversations
I take away so many inspirations.

Having untangled and checked in with our neighbour
we’re ready to increase the bodywork labour.
10 days of chi kung, zumba and hopping around
like an elf
My body says “hhmmm, I’m enjoying myself!”

Deborah and Sheila conduct dialogue sessions.
Nothing will do but complete confessions!
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Many thanks to all the helpers in the background!
Whenever I needed anything I found
that they were always friendly and duty bound.
Oh yes! Coaching calls – night or day
lest I get confused and lose my way
lose my commitment out of sight
That’s why I call Sarah early morning or late at night!
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Light Cutting
The reluctant curtains clung shut, each morning pale,
Light cuts through the cloth onto my face.
Sinking yellow moon sulking low in the murky sky.
Up, out, running from, past, ignoring daily mail.
As I walk along the river swelling gray,
Imagining sinking back into bed,
Into my shell just like a snail.
Memories pass like camera shutter, jolting, gutter.
Looking out to the horizon I see a group of boats gather, energy flows,
They twist and turn together with flapping sails.
Transfixed by their merry dance and meditative movements I shudder
Suddenly in the now salvation comes easy, like melting butter.
Gradually, past dissolves like an aspirin,
Bubbling joy, clarity calms the noisy din.
Everyday new now,
Friends faces seem like my exotic treasures
No lines, blotches, wrinkles,
Just a person’s spiritual joy and peace in equal measures

PHOTOGRAPH BY STEPHEN HOPPER

Clear present eyes calm my nervous flutters
Breathe deep, take it in, let it out, let it in,
air particles like a white, shimmering dove
Heavens in the now, in these moments,
There is nothing but now, nothing but this, us, nothing but love.

E LE AN OR WALLIS
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Da r t moor
Reconnecting via nature
W O RD S & P H O TO GRA PHY B Y EMMA C UNIS

I

remember with absolute clarity the first time I
felt the interconnection of the universe. It was
at the end of iEvolve. I knew with utter certainty
that I was not an individual but instead a tiny cell
existing for a mere moment in this living, breathing
and extraordinary web of a universe. At once eternal, peaceful, serene and exquisite bliss.
This state lasted just a few minutes. The room had
fallen silent. We had shared deeply of ourselves in
the journey to shifting ingrained behaviour patterns
and belief structures. We each had different experiences at the end of the weekend. Interconnectedness
was mine.
This state was not permanent I realised. And it cannot be held on to. But I have found ways, tools and
mnemonics that offer swift access - meditation,
bodywork, eating a plant-based, seasonal, and wild
foods diet that creates more sensitivity and intuition
in my body; and latterly being outside in nature.
Six years ago, I left a 20 years corporate career to
recover my health and wellbeing. I moved home to
Devon and started walking again on Dartmoor. 368

square miles of ancient, wild beauty, this extraordinary landscape is a a living and working environment filled to the brim with majestic tors, stunning
views, mossy woodlands, copper-gold rivers flowing
down the ocean, myths and legends.
The weather changes rapidly up here. It’s easy to
get disoriented in the fog. And there are dangerous
bogs to fall into. And so my mind is forced into the
present moment. There’s no room for past regrets
or future anxieties. Instead I am moved beyond myself and, without fail, feel an overwhelming sense of
gratitude and joy. It’s easy to despair at the current
state of politics and the environment but step by
gentle step, I know that I am being breathed by the
trees. I feel called to invite people (myself included)
into a deeper sense of (re)connection with our bodies, each other, and the land. We walk - sometimes
talking, sometimes in silence. We sit inside Bronze
Age ruined hut circles and imagine what life would
have been like thousands of years ago. We lie down
inside stone circles and experience the wholeness
that comes from being in a sacred place. Nature in
her raw magnificence offers swift transformational
access. Long after we have gone, she will continue.
Emma Cunis is a Walking Guide & Nature Connection
Facilitator - click here to visit Emma’s website.
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Programmes - 2020
For more information just click on any programme title to go to the relevant page on our website

The Foundation Course
A 10 week programme with cooking, bodywork and self-expression to create a foundation
for the breakthrough created in the iEvolve programme
LONDON

Jean’s Wholefood Primer
Join us for an easy and accessible introduction to wholefood and macrobiotic cooking
LONDON

February 21 (from 7pm to 10pm)
February 22, 23 (from 10am to 7pm)
Fee: £195 (deposit: £75, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

i Evolve

Our core educational programme, introducing participants to
the transformational work of Concord Institute
LONDON

March 20, 21, 22 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of March 25 (from 7pm to 11pm).
Fee: £525 (deposit: £200, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

4 weekends (10am-7pm, lunch provided)
and
10 evening sessions (9 Tuesdays & 1 Thursday 7pm-10.30pm)
Commences April 19
Fee: £1,750 (deposit: £250, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

Power, Intent and Evolution
This residential programme contains equal portions of bodywork and dialogue,
each of which is used to release and redeploy energy
OXON HOATH, KENT

April 23 to 26 (Residential)
Fee: £950 (deposit: £250, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

On Leadership
Explore the issue of leadership in your life. What is the vision that you are?
LONDON

Spring Yoga Series
Learn traditional Indian Yoga with Saba Ranzato
LONDON

Eight Mondays (from 7pm to 8:30pm)
March 30
April 6, 20, 27
May 4, 11, 18, 25
Fee: £120 (£50 deposit)

Spring Tensegrity Series
Come and develop your Tensegrity practise
LONDON

Eight Wednesdays (from 7pm to 9pm)
April 1, 8, 15, 29
May 4, 13, 20, 27
Fee: £150 (£50 deposit)
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May 29 (from 7pm to 11pm)
May 30, 31 (from 9am to 10pm)
Fee: £525 (deposit: £150, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

JumpStart

Jumpstart your access to health through intensive training in wholefood cooking and bodywork
and engaging in rigorous dialogue to accelerate the journey from survival to freedom
OXON HOATH, KENT

August 24-30 (Residential)
Fee: £2,100 (deposit: £350, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

Being Here, Present Now

Is being fully present and conscious something that occurs intermittently for you?
Cannot this presence be more readily lived in everyday life?
LONDON

October 7 (from 7pm to 11pm)
October 8, 9, 10 (from 9am to 10pm)
October 11 (from 9am to 11pm)
Fee: £675 (deposit: £150, non-refundable and non-transferrable)
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PHOTOGRAPH BY EMMA CUNIS

Thank you to everyone who
has so generously contributed
to this newsletter
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Concord Institute
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works
London N7 7NU
Tel: 020 7607 1140
email: evolve@concordinstitute.com
www.concordinstitute.com
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Concord Institute
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works
London N7 7NU
Tel: 020 7607 1140
email: evolve@concordinstitute.com
www.concordinstitute.com
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